Abstract

The diploma work reflects the different attitudes to evaluation of extraordinary religious experiences. The objective is to compare different ways of comprehension and evaluation of extraordinary religious experiences and thereby provide suggestions for further consideration of these experiences with a view to pathology and normality.

In the theoretical part firstly the general term of the religious experience is determined further the definition of the extraordinary religious experiences follows. Using the example of three types of different religious experiences the psychological, psychiatric and religious attitudes are compared. Further two general attitudes to the extraordinary religious experiences are compared form the point of view of pathology and normality. The conclusion of the theoretical part offers suggestions for consideration of extraordinary religious experiences.

The practical part, based on the qualitative research, surveys the experiences of five persons that went through an extraordinary religious experience which is considered by them as religious or spiritual. The research was carried out by means of the semistructured interview and loosely adjusted graphical projective technique called the “Axis of Life”. By analyzing the performed interviews answers to questions how the significance of the experience in the context of life, what kind of help or support would be needed by the persons under examination, with what kind of help they have encountered and how they evaluate their experience from the point of normality or pathology, are searched for.